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Abstract:
Titanium-aluminum alloys are of much interest to the scientific community as light-weight, strong
materials. Understanding how the different compounds and phases are formed allows the improvement
and creation of new alloys with improved performance properties. Ion Beam Mixing is a method of
compound formation which yields some very different results from thermal annealing, with the
possibility of forming new and novel phases of the alloy. Thin bilayer films of Al and Ti are ion mixed
with an argon ion beam and analyzed with Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry. This analysis
technique yields information about the sample composition as a function of depth without damaging
the sample. The analysis can show phase formation, if present, and the shift in composition of the
elements at the interface of the bilayer due to the mixing. This change in elemental composition at the
interface can be measured and represented as the mixing rate which can be compared with standard
models for the different mechanisms of ion beam mixing. The models of ion mixing are based on the
mass of the ions and sample atoms, the energies involved in the mixing process and the thermodynamic
properties of materials being mixed. It was found that the ion beam mixing of A-Ti bilayers did not
result in significant phase formation for ion doses up to 1x10 16cm-2 The two theoretical models of the
ion mixing mechanisms did not yield any useful information about the mixing process since both
predict the same result for this system, however, mixing was observed and the mixing rate was similar
to that obtained with xenon ions. 
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ABSTRACT

Titanium-aluminum alloys are of much interest to the scientific community as 
light-weight, strong materials. Understanding how the different compounds and phases 
are formed allows the improvement and creation of new alloys with improved 
performance properties. Ion Beam Mixing is a method of compound formation which 
yields some very different results from thermal annealing, with the possibility of 
forming new and novel phases of the alloy. Thin bilayer films of Al and Ti are ion 
mixed with an argon ion beam and analyzed with Rutherford Backscattering 
Spectrometry. This analysis technique yields information about the sample 
composition as a function of depth without damaging the sample. The analysis can 
show phase formation, if present, and the shift in composition of the elements at the 
interface of the bilayer due to the mixing. This change in elemental composition at the 
interface can be measured and represented as the mixing rate which can be compared 
with standard models for the different mechanisms of ion beam mixing. The models of 
ion mixing are based on the mass of the ions and sample atoms, the energies involved in 
the mixing process and the thermodynamic properties of materials being mixed. It was 
found that the ion beam mixing of A-Ti bilayers did not result in significant phase 
formation for ion doses up to IxlO16Cm-2. The two theoretical models of the ion 
mixing mechanisms did not yield any useful information about the mixing process since 
both predict the same result for this system, however, mixing was observed and the 
mixing rate was similar to that obtained with xenon ions.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

There is much interest in titanium aluminidtes as structural materials. Their 

relatively low density and elevated temperature properties are especially attractive to 

the aerospace industry for engine and airframe components', to the medical community 

for making artificial joints and bones2 and to many others interested in lightweight, 

strong materials. Understanding these alloys, how the elements Ti and Al react, how to 

make new phases with new properties, learning to control the growth and phase 

formation of the desired alloy, is critical for improving their usefulness. One of the 

ways in which alloys can be formed is by ion beam mixing. Ion beam mixing is the 

mixing of a target, usually comprised of elemental layers, at the atomic level by 

accelerating high energy ions onto the target. The incident ions are usually inert 

(argon, krypton, xenon, etc.) so that they do not interact with the target. While this 

method is limited to the surface of an object, it is useful in its mixing efficiency and its 

occasional ability to cause novel and thermodynamically unfavorable phases to form in 

the target. .

Ion beam mixing was first discovered by Van der Weg et al. in 19733 when 

palladium silicide formed due to Ar ion irradiation of Pd films on Si substrates. The 

novelty was that for every incident Ar ion more than 100 atoms of Pd and Si were 

mixed, and so could not be explained by simple ballistic recoil of the target atoms. In 

the nearly 20 years since then much data has been accumulated for many systems, 

including bilayer films, multilayer films and thin film markers embedded in a substrate. 

Much of the ion mixing described in the literature has been done with Xe ions since Xe
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is relatively heavy and. inert. There is some interest in the relationship between the 

incident ion mass and the amount of mixing produced in the sample.

This work presents a study of Al-Ti bilayer films mixed with Ar ions. Does ion 

beam mixing with Ar+ at room temperature result in phase formation? If so, is it 

possible to predict which phases are formed based on thermal annealing results or the 

thermodynamic properties of the system? If phases are not formed by ion beam mixing 

for this bilayer, can the mixing be described by various mixing mechanism models? 

The models which quantify the mixing are discussed and computed for this bilayer 

system. A comparison between mixing of these bilayers with Ar ions and mixing of the 

same with Xe ions as found in the literature is also addressed. Thermodynamic 

considerations are also discussed, as well as their, possible role in enhancing or 

inhibiting mixing and phase formation of Al-Ti compounds due to ion beam mixing

with Ar.



CH APTER 2

ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

Rutherford Back-scattering Spectrometry

Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) is a powerful technique that can 

yield an abundance of information about a sample and is used extensively in this 

analysis. The apparatus used for this technique is shown below in Figure I and consists 

of a 2MV Van de Graaff type AK model N positive-ion accelerator, a bending magnet 

and the chamber and goniometer for mounting the sample to be analyzed.

Pump

Detector

Backscattered Beam 

X . Scattering Angle
Incident
Beam Target

Enlarged
RBS Cham ber View

Figure I. Schematic of apparatus used for Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry
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The backscattering technique consists of creating high energy (-1.8 MeV1 in 

this case) helium ions in the Van de Graaff accelerator, collimating them into a focused 

beam, bending the beam through the magnet which selects only the ions with the 

chosen energy, and centering the beam on the sample target to be analyzed in the 

chamber. The light helium ions backscatter off the atoms of the target and are detected 

by a solid-state detector which is in the plane of the incident beam and sample normal 

direction and at a fixed angle with respect to the beam and the target. A simple 

diagram of this geometry is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Simple schematic of Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry

The detector is connected through a pre-amp and amplifier to a Multichannel 

Analyzer (MCA), which records the number of backscattered helium ions detected as a 

function of their scattered energy. The energy with which the helium ions backscatter, 

E 1, is a function of their incident energy, E0, the ratio of the He ion mass to the target 

atom mass, and the scattering angle. The dependence on the mass ratios and the 

scattering angle has been defined as the kinematic factor4,
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E0

2sm2e]/j+(^-)cos0  

1 + ®  "
( I )

where M^and are the mass of the projectile ion (usually He for RBS) and target 

atom, respectively. K is tabulated for various projectile ions, target atoms and 

scattering angles. A helium ion backscattering from a heavy atom will scatter with a 

greater energy than one scattering from a lighter atom. It is in this way that the target 

species can be identified.

In addition to helium ions which scatter off the atoms on the surface of the 

target, helium ions are also detected from scattering events in the bulk to a maximum 

depth of several thousand angstroms, depending on the ion energy and the target 

material. Helium ions that backscatter from atoms below the surface of the target will 

be detected with increasingly lower energies with greater depths, due to the loss of 

energy traversing the material, dE/dx. Therefore, the thickness of an elemental film is 

directly related to the width of its backscattering spectrum peak. The thickness of a thin 

film can be calculated from the energy width of the peak by4

t = ^ L  , (2)
N[e]

where AE is the width of the peak in the natural unit of energy, [e] is the stopping cross 

section factor which is a function of the scattering angle and the stopping cross sections, 

e, which are dependent on the ion energy and the material and are empirically known 

and tabulated, and N is the atomic density of the material. The thickness of a very thin 

film can also be calculated by4
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A cos6 ,,xt = ----------  , (3)
G OQ N

where A is the total integrated number of counts under the spectrum peak, 0 is the 

scattering angle, a  is the scattering cross section of the element, O is the solid angle of 

the detector, and Q is the total charge collected. Both methods yield nearly the same 

result for an elemental film. A sample target and its ideal RBS spectrum are shown 

below in Figure 3. Note that the Ti peak is shifted back from where its surface position 

would be since the Ti film is below the Al film. The C peak is also shifted from its 

surface position by the Ti and Al films.

Backscattered He+ Energy (MeV)
0.0 0.5 I -O

Theoretically ideal spectrum  

Real RBS spectrum

Surface
Carbon

1000
C h a n n e l

Figure 3. Sample target, real and ideal RBS spectra



As mentioned above, the energy width of the peak, AEpeaJc, shown in Figure 3 

is directly proportional to the thickness of the elemental peaks. Likewise, the height of 

the peak is proportional to the mass of the element through a, where

Unfortunately, the reality of RBS spectroscopy is that elemental peaks do not have 

perfectly flat and smooth edges. This spreading out or rounding of the peaks has 

several origins. One is straggling, which is due to the random nature of an ion's energy 

loss as it travels through a solid. Another cause may be an incident beam that is not 

quite monoenergetic so that there is some greater spread in the scattering energy. 

Finally, there is some spreading of the signal due to the detector system resolution. It is 

usually convenient to represent these deviations by a Gaussian energy distribution. For 

the system used in this study, the system variance from all three contributions is around 

24keV. It is important to be able to distinguish between the spreading due to the 

inherent resolution and the spreading that is caused by ion beam mixing as discussed in 

Chapter 4.

In the analysis of RBS data, the program RUMP5, which is a program into 

which RBS spectra and parameters are input and then can be manipulated and analyzed, 

was used for actually calculating the film thicknesses by the formulae above and also 

for creating RBS simulations and comparing them with the collected data. The 

simulations provided a means of creating multilayered films of any given composition, 

generating a simulated RBS spectrum with the same experimental parameters, and

(4)

in the center of mass reference frame. Note that because a  is proportional to of the 

target atom, the surface edge height of the peak is proportional to Z^. Note also that 

the peak height of the carbon substrate goes as I/E^ due to height ~ <7 ~ IfE?-.
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varying the thicknesses or compositions until the simulated and the real spectra match, 

again yielding and confirming information about film thickness and composition. 

Additionally, any impurities in the films could be identified and quantified from the 

RBS spectrum using RUMP.

Rutherford Backscattering analysis is also used in determining the amount of 

ion-beam induced mixing that occurred and whether there was specific compound 

formation. For an abrupt interface between elemental films, the corresponding edges 

(the back edge of the surface film and the front edge of the underlying film) on the RBS 

spectrum are also well defined, sharp, and have a steep slope. As the sample is mixed, 

interdiffusion between the two films occurs. This interdiffusion is evident in the RBS 

spectrum; the interface edges are not so sharp or steep, due to the surface atoms being 

pushed back into the underlying film and the atoms of the underlying film diffusing 

forward towards the surface. Quantification of the mixing based on the change in slope 

beyond the widening due to the inherent system resolution of the RBS spectrum peaks 

is discussed in the Results and Discussion Section.

Since the sample was characterized before and after mixing, it was exposed to 

air each time an RBS measurement was made. This led to the formation of an oxide 

layer on the surface of the sample which should not interfere with the mixing process. 

During the RBS spectra collection, the target was biased at +165V with respect to the 

chamber to trap secondary electrons which would otherwise leave the sample and 

erroneously increase the measured beam current.

Ion Beam Mixing

The apparatus used for the ion beam mixing is shown in Figure 4. It consists of 

150 kV positive ion (argon) accelerator, a bending magnet and a chamber capable of
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maintaining pressures below 2 x IO"8 Torr complete with a goniometer for mounting 

and manipulating the sample.

The ion beam mixing was done at base pressures below 5 x 10 "8 Torr and 

during mixing the pressure was less than 3 x I O'? Tom The energy of the Ar+ beam 

was chosen so that the range of the ions in the material was slightly greater than the 

depth of the interface of the Al and Ti. This range was calculated by means of TRIM 

(TRansport of Ions in Matter) computer code,6 which calculates the range of an ion 

traveling in a solid based on the ion incident energy and scattering cross sections. The 

sample was aligned normal to the beam so that the beam (maximum 'A cm2 area) was 

centered on the 16 inch diameter sample. The sample was biased at +165 V so that the 

current measured would be a true indication of the incident Ar+ current. The total 

charge incident on the sample was monitored by a current indicator/integrator so that 

the dose (total incident particles per cm2) could be calculated. The incident flux on the 

sample averaged around 10 pA cm"2 so that the times of mixing ranged from 5 minutes 

for a dose of 2.5 x IO15 cm"2 to 140 minutes for a dose of 7 x IO16 cm"2. The 

temperature of the sample during mixing was monitored via a thermocouple and did not 

show any rise above room temperature for a dose of I x IO16 cm"2, so that thermal 

mixing of Al-Ti was considered a negligible effect in the ion beam mixing process.

Ion Beam Bending' 
Magnet ,Accelerator

Goniometer 
and Target Diffusion

Ptunp

Figure 4. Schematic of apparatus used for ion beam mixing
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CHAPTER 3

SAMPLE PREPARATION

The Ti. and Al thin films were evaporated onto a carbon plug with an extra 

smooth pyrolytic carbon coating. The carbon plugs were purchased from Ted Pella Inc. 

and are standard sample mounts for scanning electron microscopy. Carbon was chosen 

for its reasonable heat capacity and because it would not interfere in the RBS analysis; 

being a lighter element, its RBS spectrum peak appears at a much lower energy than 

those of Al and Ti. Titanium was first evaporated onto the carbon plug by passing 3 to 

5 A of current for 3 to 6 minutes through a 0.010" diameter 75/25 Ta/Ti alloy wire that 

is primarily manufactured for getter pumping Ti deposition for ultra high vacuum 

systems. Purity of the deposited Ti is guaranteed to be at least 99.5967 The Ta/Ti alloy 

wire was approximately 6 inches in length and tightly coiled so that the bulk of the wire 

was directly in front of the graphite plug at a distance of Vi inch. The amount of 

resulting Ti deposition was approximately known based on the geometry of the 

evaporation setup and the yield of Ti from the Ta/Ti wire based on current and time. 

The base pressure was no greater than 2 x 10“̂  Torr and rose to less than 3 x 10 ^ Torr 

during evaporation. The aluminum was then evaporated on top of the Ti film by means 

of heating a tungsten basket holding Al wire (99.999% pure). The pressure during the 

Al evaporation did not go above 2 x 10"^ Torr. The time of Al deposition ranged 

between 5 and 10 minutes and the thickness was roughly monitored by visually 

observing the sample color change from the darker Ti layer to the lighter Al. Both the 

Ti and the Al films were fabricated in the same vacuum chamber so that the interface 

was not exposed to air. This minimized the contamination of the elemental films at the
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interface due to oxygen, hydrogen, etc. The actual deposited thicknesses were obtained 

by RBS analysis as discussed in the analysis and experimental techniques section.

Initially, Ti deposition was attempted in the same manner as the Al, that is, by 

placing Ti foil pieces in a Tungsten basket and heating the basket. However, at the 

extremely high temperatures needed to melt the Ti, small amounts of W were also 

deposited with the film and there was some concern that the high temperature might 

induce some unwanted preliminary thermal interdiffusion of the Al and Ti. An attempt 

was also made to deposit Ti and Al by sputtering but this failed for several reasons, the 

most crucial being oxygen contamination due to the higher pressure in the chamber 

housing the sputter set-up and contamination of fluorine from the Teflon shielding of 

the home-made sputtering apparatus.
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CHAPTER 4 

THEORY

Mechanisms of Ion Beam Mixing

There are three basic mechanisms of ion beam mixing that have been identified. 

They are: ballistic or recoil cascade, thermal spike, and radiation enhanced diffusion, 

RED. Ballistic cascade mixing is perhaps the most intuitive of the mechanisms since it 

is easy to visualize the incoming ions colliding with the target atoms and causing them 

to recoil and collide with other atoms and so on. Most of these recoils are fairly low 

energy and result in small, randomly directed displacements of the atoms. These 

displacements are of course larger than the displacements due to thermal oscillations 

about the equilibrium point. It follows that the amount of mixing by this mechanism 

would be dependent on the masses of the constituent atoms, the atomic density of the 

material, the average minimum displacement energy of the atoms and the energy 

deposited by the impinging ion at the initial collision site. If the cascade is dense 

enough, a localized phase change (vaporization or melting) may occur. This is called a 

thermal spike. This mechanism is dominated by the thermodynamic properties of the 

materials (heats of formation and cohesion) as well as the density of the material and 

the energy deposited by the incoming ion. These two mechanisms are also called 

prompt processes since they occur after the first picosecond of each ion impact. 

Radiation enhanced diffusion is a delayed process since it occurs over a greater time 

than the prompt processes. It is diffusion of the atoms as a result of the mobility of 

vacancy and interstitial defects created by the initial ballistic or thermal spike cascade. 

RED is highly dependent on the temperature of the material; below the critical
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temperature (which is somewhat below the temperature necessary for thermal diffusion 

for the material) the defect mobility is severely limited and RED is not a dominant 

effect. The resulting solid is not necessarily left in a state of thermodynamic 

equilibrium, due to the unusual nature of these mixing processes.

Quantifying the Amount of Mixing

Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) is the primary tool for 

quantifying ion beam mixing, as described in the analysis and experimental techniques 

section. When the concentrations of the elements vary monotonically across the 

interface, the amount of mixing is characterized by the variance which is a measure of 

the spreading of the peaks of the elements undergoing mixing. The mixing, or 

spreading, as a function of depth in the sample is best characterized by an error function 

with argument (x — a) / V4Dt ® , where Dt is the square of the effective diffusion 

length.9 The variance, <j2 , is then equal to 4Dt and has been shown to vary linearly 

with the dose8 . In other words, the amount of mixing is directly proportional to the 

dose. Converting the RBS spectrum from count versus energy to counts versus depth 

for error function fitting is no simple task, so the variance can also be calculated by 

taking the square of one-half the difference between the energies, AE, at the positions 

of 84% and 16% of full height of the spectrum peak,4 as shown in Figure 5. This 

energy squared is then converted into a depth squared by dividing it by the square of the 

energy loss factor, (N[e])2. Note that this energy loss factor is an average value for the 

interface calculated for a 50/50 composition of the elements assuming the Bragg Rule 

for 50/50 compounds ([£]ave= M A + ^  MB * an^ Nave= Vi N^+ Vi Ng).4 The 

variance is calculated at various mixing doses for both elements, in this case, Al and Ti, 

and plotted for each element as a function of dose, <t>. This data is then fitted to a
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straight line by a least-squares fitting routine and the slope d(4Dt)/d<|> extracted. The 

quantity d(4Dt)/d<|) is defined as the mixing rate and is a standard way of quantifying 

mixing.

C h a n n e l  ( I . 5 k e V / C h a n )

6 5 0  7 0 0  7 5 0

84*
heigh t

Underlying
e le m e n t  B

e le m e n t  A

In te rfcce  ed g e

In te r face  edge.

18%
height

he igh t

Figure 5. Finding AE for calculating the variance from the RBS spectrum

Models of Mixing Mechanisms

Currently, there are a few models that predict the mixing rate for various 

systems based on different thermodynamic considerations and favored mixing
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mechanisms. It is suggested and shown for a few cases,10 that systems which favor 

mixing by binary collision cascade can be modeled by10-11

d(4Dt) Zr̂ e R c2
■ ■ '  '

where T0 = .608, % = [4mim2 Am1 + m2)2]1/2, e is the energy deposited per unit path 

length at the interface, Rc is the mean-square range of a displaced atom, somewhat 

arbitrarily taken to be 10 A, N is the average atomic density of the matrix, and EcJ is the 

average minimum. displacement energy for an atom in the target. For mixing 

dominated by the thermal spike mechanism, the mixing is modeled by10-12

d(4Dt) E2K1 
d<t> "  Ni (AHcoh)2

! + K2 (6)

where AHcoh and AHmix are cohesive energy and heat of mixing, respectively, and 

K1 and K2 are fitting constants, with K1 found to be near 0.037 A and K2 = 27.12 This 

model has also had some success for certain systems.8-10-12-14 It has been suggested that 

for systems with an average atomic number less than 20, the mixing process should be 

dominated by binary collisions and therefore agree with equation (5) and that thermal 

spike mixing modeled by equation (6) will dominate for systems with an average 

atomic number greater than 20.10 Since it is known that the mixing rate increases with 

the mass of the mixing ion,13 it is not clear whether this relation between average 

atomic number and favored mixing process will be true for ion beam mixing with Ar+

as well as Xe+ for which it has been demonstrated.10 It is also somewhat unclear 

whether the two models given above are adequate to represent bilayer mixing for Ar+ 

mixing. These are some of the questions this work can help to resolve.



Thermodynamic Considerations

Also of interest in the mixing process is the role of the solubilities of the bilayer 

elements into each other. If small amounts of element A are soluble in B and small 

amounts of B are less soluble in A, should we expect A to diffuse into B from ion beam 

mixing as a rule? For this particular case, the approximate solubility obtained from a 

metallurgical phase diagram for Al in Ti at room temperature is nearly 10%, whereas 

Ti is not soluble in Al at room temperature to any measurable degree.15 However, for 

ion beam mixing, it is not clear whether the relative solubilities of the elements assists, 

impedes or is irrelevant to the mixing process. If, in this case, small amounts of Al are 

soluble in bulk Ti and small amounts of Ti are not soluble in bulk Al, we might expect 

to see Al diffusing into the bulk of Ti and not vice versa.

There is also the consideration of whether ion beam mixing produced phase 

formation is favorable or even possible, and whether it might be predicted or explained 

based on thermodynamics. It has been shown that only the TtAlg phase is formed 

during thermal annealing of an Al-Ti bilayer.16 Again, it is not clear that this 

disposition to form the TiAlg phase for thermal annealing plays a role in predicting 

phase formation in the ion beam mixed sample. The heats of formation for the three 

phases commonly formed are as shown in ,Table I .17 Thermodynamics would indicate 

that the favorable phase to form should be the 50/50 Al-Ti compound since its heat of 

formation is the largest. This 7-phase Al-Ti also has the simplest crystal structure: face- 

centered tetragonal structure that is very close to the face-centered cubic structure of Al. 

It has been suggested that phase formation due to ion beam mixing is more favorable 

for simple crystal structures and that there is no identifiable correspondence between 

the phase formed by thermal annealing and the phase formed by ion beam mixing.18 ’9



Phase formation AHformation

TiAln -36.6 kJ/g-atom

7 Al Ti -37.4 kJ/g-atom

«2 Al Tin -24.6 kJ/g-atom

Table I . Heats of formation for Al-Ti phases
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Sample Analysis and Normalization

The as-deposited samples were first analyzed by RBS for composition, purity 

and film thickness. The RBS spectrum for an unmixed sample is shown in Figure 6. 

The average thickness of the Al film was calculated by RUMP and found to be 525A 

with an assumed oxide (AI2O3) layer of 50A. The thickness of the Ti film was 

calculated to be 400A. It is apparent from Figure 6 that the interface edges of the Al 

and Ti are not as sharp as the ideal simulated spectrum.

Backscattered He+ Energy (MeV)
0 .2  0 . 4  0 .6  0 . 8  1.0 1.2  1.4

Unmixed Sample 
Ideal Simulation

"5 15

C h a n n e

Figure 6. RBS spectrum of unmixed sample and ideal simulation
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Since the simulation accounts for straggling and the detector resolution, the 

additional "fuzzing" at the interface is probably due to some initial natural 

interdiffusion between the Al and Ti. The possibility of interdiffusion due to heating 

during the evaporation process is unlikely since the temperature of the sample did not 

exceed 40°C above room temperature during the Ti deposition and 15°C for the Al 

evaporation as monitored by a chromel-alumel thermocouple.

The thickness and composition of the pre-mixing diffusion region were 

approximated by matching the raw RBS data with a simulated spectrum with RUMP as 

shown in Figure 7.

0 .9
Backscattered He Energy (MeV)

1.0  1.1 1.2  1.3 I .4

"O
CU

>=

"O
CD
N
O
E
L_
O

T

Unmixed Sample

Fitted  Sim ulation Spectrum

6 0 0

I
Compoeition of 
Sim ulated Spectrum

BOA Al p  ,

7bA Al (+C.O) 

300A Al 

250A Am 
15oA AlTi ,

300A Ti <+C)

Carbon Substrate

7 0 0  8 0 0
C h a n n e l

9 0 0

Figure 7. RBS spectrum of unmixed sample and fitted simulation
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The composition of the unmixed sample was found to be nearly 250A of AlTi on 150A 

of AlTig sandwiched between the pure Al and Ti layers. There is some uncertainty in 

these simulated thicknesses on the order of 50A, mostly due to uncertainties in the 

parameters (charge, detector resolution, Bohr straggling, etc.) which RUMP uses to 

create the simulations and partly due to the somewhat arbitrary manner in which the 

user creates and modifies the composition of the simulation spectrum based on visually 

fitting the simulation to the raw data spectrum. The mechanism and composition of 

spontaneous diffusion at room temperature of Al and Ti is best left to other methods of 

analysis. In this study it is sufficient to note that since mixing (actually the variance) is 

a linear function of dose, any initial interdiffusion will not affect subsequent changes in 

variance as a function of dose. The best way to normalize the non-zero variance for 

zero dose is to subtract the initial mixing amount from that for the subsequent mixed 

data.

After the initial evaporation and each successive dose of ion beam mixing, the 

sample was analyzed by RBS. Two different spots on the mixed portion of the sample 

were analyzed to average out any great non-uniformity in the mixing ion beam and 

original sample composition. The raw spectral data was then smoothed by a 3-point, 

non-weighted averaging scheme to eliminate any rough places on the spectrum due to 

the nature of the backscattering events in the data collection. The change in energy 

from 84% to 16% of spectrum peak height on the interface side of both Al and Ti for 

each dose is then extracted as shown in Figure 8. The average energy loss factor over 

the interface region, N[e], is calculated once for each sample using approximate 

energies at the interface obtained from the data for an intermediate dose. Note that the 

tabulated values for £ vary not more than 5% for energy differences up to 200keV. 

Since the energies used to calculate £ at the interface vary less than 3keV from unmixed 

to the highest dose mixed sample, the value for N[£] will vary only slightly as the
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sample is mixed, so the average value is more than adequate. The variance for each 

dose is then calculated, the variance for zero mixing subtracted, and the normalized 

variances plotted as a function of dose. The plot is then fitted with a least squares fit 

straight line as shown in Figure 9. The slope of the line is equal to d(4Dt)/d<|>, which is

the mixing rate.

Poin ts u sed  fo r 
calcu lating  AE

Channel ( 1 .5keV /C han)

Figure 8. Demonstration of points used to find AE
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Al data
Al line fit

Ti data
Ti line fit

Slope Al =«1.16x10 A

Slope Ti -0 .4 0 1  x l O4A4

Dose ( I CTI 6 / cn-TZ)

Figure 9. Plot of variance versus dose

Experimental Results

The experimental mixing rate obtained for this particular sample was found to 

be 1.16 (IO4A4) for the Al edge and 0.40 (IO4A4) for the Ti edge. Again, we do not 

necessarily expect the mixing rates to be the same for the Al and the Ti, even though 

they are adjacent to each other, due to variations in solubility or mobility. The average 

experimental mixing rate (Vi of the mixing rate for Al edge plus Yi of the mixing rate 

for the Ti edge) for this sample is then 0.78 (IO4A4). Comparing these values of the 

mixing rates to the theoretical values based on the mixing models, it is assumed here



that the average of the mixing rates for the Al and Ti edge is used since neither model 

inherently distinguishes one edge from the other. The two models discussed here also 

do not distinguish between mixing by different ions, with the possible exception of the 

value for e, the average energy deposited per unit length due to nuclear collisions at the 

interface which will certainly be greater for bombardment with the heavier Xe+ than 

Ar+. Note that the ballistic collision cascade model is proportional to e, while the 

thermal spike model varies with e^.

The theoretical value obtained from the ballistic collision cascade model is

d(4Dt) = 2 r  ^ ER^ =Q 23 (104A4) (7)
d* . 3 NEd

where the parameters are as previously defined, the value for E cJ is taken to be IBeV20 

and 6 is calculated by the TRIM computer code to be 61eV/A for Ar+ at the interface 

(with a nominal error of ±5eV/A). The theoretical value of the mixing efficiency based 

on a thermal spike model is then

d(4Dt) E2K1 1 + K AHmht 
d<j) Ni AH^oh L 2 AHcoh

=0.28 (IO4A4) (8)

where , again, E is 61eV/A, AHmJx= -0.37eV/atom13 and AHcohs  -4-49eV/atom.21

It is interesting that both models yield virtually the same result for Ar+ mixing 

of Al-Ti. Since the average atomic number for Al-Ti is 17.5, mixing by the thermal 

spike mechanism should have been expected. This is indeed the case for Ti-Al mixing 

by Xe+, where the experimental value of the mixing efficiency (assumed to be an 

average) was found to be 1.19 (IO4A4) which corresponds to the ballistic mixing model 

which, for Xe+ with e equal to 262eV/A, yields 0.98 (IO4A4) and contrasts neatly with 

the thermal spike model which yields 5.56 (IO4A4) for Xe+ mixing,10 showing that ion 

mixing of Al-Ti with Xe+ is dominated by a ballistic mechanism.
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Mixing Rates (IO4A4)
Experimental Results Ballistic Recoil 

Model
Thermal Spike 

Model

Al edge 1.16

Ti edge 0.401

. Ar+Average 0.781 0.24 0.28

Xe+Average 1.19 0.98 5.56

Table 2. Experimental and modeled mixing rates of Al-Ti from Ar+ and Xe+ mixing

To 0.608 Eh 18eV

S 0.960 K i 0.037A

e 61eV/A K7 27

Rr IOA AHfYlix -0.37 eV/pt

N ' 0.0584 pt/A3 AHcohuJ -4.49 eV/pt

Table 3. Table of parameters used to calculate the theoretical mixing rates for Al-Ti

Clearly for the case of ion mixing with Ar+ neither the ballistic cascade model 

nor the thermal spike model is adequate to describe the mixing process since the 

experimental value is nearly three times the value predicted by either model. It is 

possible but unlikely that a systematic error in our measurements was a factor, such as 

the dose measurement being consistently off by a factor of three; the experimental value
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would be closer to the predicted values but the preferred mode of mixing would still be 

indistinguishable since the models still predict similar values.

It is more likely that with further studies of metal bilayer mixing by Ar+ that the 

thermal spike model, could be adjusted for Ar+ bombardment. One consideration 

would be to fit the parameter K2 to the mixing data for several metal pairs (parameter 

Ki depends on the bilayer materials and is assumed to be fairly constant for metal 

pairs)8 , thereby allowing better agreement between experiment and theory. K% would 

have to be on the order of 100 as compared to the Xe+ fitted value of 27 to improve the 

correlation. It is most likely that the theory is in need of modification since it has been 

shown previously that the mixing rate does not appear to vary with the square of £ for 

mixing by different ion species.13

It may be possible to describe the mixing process by another mechanism such as 

radiation-enhanced diffusion (RED). This, however, is unlikely since the critical 

temperature above which RED is likely to be dominant for Al-Ti is above 175 0C22 and 

the thermocouple placed on the sample during the ion mixing detected no significant 

temperature increase.

It is important to note that despite the non-correlation between the experiment 

and the accepted models, that the experimental value obtained for the mixing efficiency 

by ion mixing Al-Ti bilayers with Ar+, 0.781 (IO4A4) is less than the mixing efficiency 

of the same metal pair by Xe+, 1.19 (IO4A4). This is in agreement with previous 

results that have shown that mixing rate increases systematically with the impinging ion 

mass.13

Phase Formation bv Ion Beam Mixing

Thermal annealing of Al-Ti bilayers leads to TiAlg formation, but it is difficult 

in our case to determine if or to what extent phase formation occurred due to the limited
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resolution of the RBS analysis for very thin films of Al-Ti phases and the initial 

spontaneous interdiffusion of the Al and Ti films. Figure 10 shows an RBS spectrum 

of TiAlg formation due to thermal annealing.16 Note the plateaus formed due to the 

compound formation. Figure 11 shows the RBS spectra of the ion beam mixed sample 

at varying doses: unmixed, 0.5xIO16Cnr2, and 2xl016.

Energy (MeV)

30 Min. Anneols

No Heot 
400°C

450°C
SOO0C

350
Chonnel

Figure 10. RBS spectrum of a thermally annealed Al-Ti bilayer (Ref. 16)
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unmlxed 1# 
do** ■ Sx10iecm_, 
do** — 2x10 om

Channel ( 1 .5ke V /C ha n )

Figure 11. Overlay of the RBS spectra for various doses

Note that while the spreading of the elemental peaks due to mixing is evident, there are 

no obvious ledges formed due to compound formation. For comparison, a simulation 

of Al-Ti mixing with various compound formations is shown in Figure 12. The 

thicknesses of the simulated compound layers shown are 5(X)A to best display the 

features. A close examination and comparison of the mixed sample of Figure 13 to the 

phase simulations suggests that there may indeed be some phase formation.
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Backscattered He Energy (MeV)
0 . 2  0 . 4  0 . 6  0 . 8  1 . 0  1 .2  1 . 4

Al1Ti

C h a n n e l

Figure 12. Simulation of the RBS spectra for the Al-Ti phases
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Al p e a k  f r o m  RBS s p e c t r a

Unmlxed
Mixed ie 
d o se—2x10 cm

C h a n n e l  ( 1 . 5 k e V / C h a n )

Figure 13. Enlargement of Al peak at two different doses to show possible phase 
formation

Figure 14 shows the same mixed sample and the corresponding fitted simulation. Note 

that the mixed regions are thicker than those of the unmixed sample, although they 

appear to have similar compositions. Even though the composition of the mixed region 

cannot be known exactly, it is clear that there is indeed mixing of the Al and Ti bilayer 

due to Ar+ ion beam irradiation. From the data collected for this study it is 

inconclusive whether specific Al-Ti phases are or can be formed by ion beam mixing. 

What can be concluded is that the dominant moving species for this bilayer pair is the 

Aluminum. This is demonstrated best in Figures 11 and 13 of the mixed sample. Note 

that the back edge of the Al extends to a greater depth in comparison to the unmixed



sample. The compositions of the layers of the fitted simulation also indicate that Al has 

moved deeper into the sample with additional mixing. In contrast, the front edge of the 

Ti does not appear to move forward from its initial position.

Backscattered He+ Energy (MeV)
0.9  1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3

Composition of 
Sim ulated Spectrum

Mixed Sample (D oee-lxlO A16/cmA2) 
F itted Simulation

C h a n n e l

Figure 14. RBS spectrum of a mixed sample and fitted simulation

From this result it can be concluded that the species which is more soluble in the 

other is indeed the dominant diffusing species. In this case it appears that because Al is 

more soluble in Ti than Ti in Al, Al diffuses into the Ti and not vice versa. It is also 

interesting to note that as indicated before, the most thermodynamically favorable phase 

to form is the y-phase AlTi. It may not be surprising, then, that this is one of the 

probable phases formed by ion mixing, but, the second most thermodynamically 

favorable phase to form is TiAlg and there was no indication of a tendency to form this
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phase. However, the TiAlg phase is the phase formed from thermal annealing so it is 

quite puzzling that this phase does not seem to fonn in ion beam mixing. From this 

result it can be concluded, then, that the phase formed by thermal annealing does not 

indicate the phases formed or predict the moving species for ion beam mixing. It can 

also be concluded that the heat of formation is not the primary driving force in phase 

formation in ion beam mixing since the likely phases to have formed are not the two 

phases with the highest heats of formation. See Table I in the Theory section.

I

Discussion of an Earlier Sample

It should be noted here that an earlier sample similar in preparation and 

composition to the sample discussed above yielded some seemingly dissimilar results. 

Figure 15 shows the plot of variance versus dose for this sample. While the linear fit of 

the data is maybe not as aesthetically convincing, the average of the slopes (or mixing 

rates) of the Ti and Al edges is nearly the same as for the other sample at 0.75 (IO^A^). 

It was initially unclear whether this result is coincidental or valid because not only are 

the mixing rates for the Al and Ti different from the previously discussed sample by a 

factor of two, but the mixing rate of Ti for this sample appears to be larger than the 

mixing rate of Al for the same sample. A plot of the RBS spectra taken after various 

doses for this sample is shown in Figure 16. The Al peak is much decreased in size due 

to sputtering at the relatively high dose. The back interface edge of the Al peak does 

not increase in slope as much as the interface edge on the Ti peak. This would seem to 

indicate that Ti is diffusing more readily into the Al than vice versa which is contrary to 

what was found in the originally discussed sample. If the variance versus dose is not 

truly linear, this seeming contradiction may be a result of the difference of the range 

over which the samples are mixed. This, however is unlikely since it has never been 

shown that variance does not increase linearly with dose.
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Al D ata
Al line fit
Tl D ata
Tl line fit

S lope Tl —0 .9 6 3  /

S lope Al —0 .5 4 6

D o se  (x1CT1 6 / c m ^ 2 )

Figure 15. Plot of variance versus dose for a previous sample
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unmixed
doee ■ 1x1016cm 
dose — 4x10 16cm 
dose ■  7x1 Q16Cm

C h a n n e l  ( 2 k e V / C h a n )

Figure 16. Overlay of the RBS spectra for various doses for a previous sample

What is more probable is that the amount of Al sputtered off the surface of the 

target over the higher doses affects the amount of Al that appears to move into the 

sample. Said another way, the Al sputtered off the surface of the sample at high doses 

changes the height and shape of its RBS spectrum peak by making the peak shorter and 

thinner. It is important in calculating the change in the variance over many doses that 

the reference part of the Al peak, i.e. the elementally pure Al layer, be invariant relative 

to the diffusion region over the different doses. This ensures that the measurement of 

the energy spread, AE, between the 84% and 16% heights is a true indication of 

widening of the layer, whereas the AE for a greatly sputtered peak would decrease due
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to the shortening of the spectrum peak height. To be certain that the amount of Al on 

the surface is not decreasing significantly with dose, the total amount of Al can be 

calculated by integrating under the Al peak on the RBS spectrum and normalized by 

dividing out the charge and detector solid angle. The percentage change in Al peak 

area versus dose for each sample is shown in Table 4. Some amount of variation in the 

peak can be expected due to non-uniformities in the film thicknesses over the surface of 

the sample. It is clear that at the higher doses used on sample 2, a large and significant 

amount of Al was sputtered away, whereas the variations in the Al peak area of 

sample I are minimal (the apparent positive increases in. Al peak area are due to small 

variations in film thickness over the sample and the difficulty of looking at the same 

location on the sample for each successive analysis). The changes in the area of the Ti 

peaks for both samples are small and show no trend with dose which was expected 

since the Ti layer is shielded by the Al layer.

Dose (lO^cm"^) Sample 2 Sample I

0 0% 0%

0.25 +0.6%

0.5 +3%

1.0 -3% +0.4%

2.0 +2%

4.0 -21% —

7.0 -20% —

12.5 -59% —

Table 4. Percentage of Al sputtered away as a function of dose
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The doses applied to this earlier sample are not as well defined since a 

modification to the set-up for dose measurement was made after its analysis. It is 

estimated that the actual dosages for this sample may be larger than the measured 

dosages by roughly a factor of two. This estimate is obtained by noting that the area of 

the discolored region of the sample where the mixing beam appeared to be striking the 

sample was about one-half of the area over which the ion beam was originally assumed 

to be striking. This is encouraging, since this factor of two in the dose would scale the 

mixing rate of the Ti to 0.482 (IO4A4) which is quite close to the previously discussed 

result of 0.401 (IO4A4) for the Ti interface. It can be concluded, then, that the variance 

in the Al distribution is a result of the significant change in the Al spectrum peak size 

due to sputtering. For thin films at these high doses where a large amount of sputtering 

occurs, greater care must be taken in interpreting the data.
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION

Thin films of Al and Ti were first evaporated on a carbon substrate and then ion 

beam mixed with a 65-75keV Ar+ beam at varying doses. The motivation for this 

experiment was to find if a phase or phases of titanium aluminides could be formed by 

ion beam mixing. Phase formation to any significant degree was not observed in the 

ion mixed samples. Amorphous mixing of the Ti and Al, however, was observed. The 

variation of the elemental concentration across the mixed region can be analyzed by 

calculating the mixing rate which is a function of the spreading of the RBS spectral 

elemental peaks. The mixing rate can be characterized using different models, mixing 

due to the ballistic recoil mechanism and to the thermal spike mechanism by comparing 

the calculated mixing rate to the experimentally determined value. It was found, that 

for Ar+ mixed Al-Ti, the calculated mixing rate for both the ballistic recoil mechanism 

and the thermal spike mechanism yielded nearly the same value which was significantly 

lower than the experimentally determined value. This led to the conclusion that the 

accepted models for the dominant mode of ion beam mixing, the ballistic recoil 

mechanism and the thermal spike mechanism which predict results nicely for ion 

mixing with Xe+, do not adequately describe ion mixing with Ar+. The results from 

ion mixing with Ar+ were lower than those of ion mixing with Xe+ which was 

expected since the amount of mixing scales with the mass of the impinging ion.

The dominant moving species in the ion mixing of Al-Ti bilayers was found to 

be Al. This was as expected since at room temperature Al is more soluble in Ti than Ti 

is in Al. By fitting the RBS spectra of the mixed samples it was found that the 

compounds formed were those rich in Ti or having equal amounts of Ti and Al. This
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agrees with the solubilities of the two materials in each other. It is interesting that the 

phase formed by thermal annealing of Ti-Al bilayers is TiAlg. It appears that the 

processes which determine phase formation by thermal annealing are not the same as 

those at work in ion beam mixing.
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